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Is It Possible to Characterize the Geometry of a Real
Porous Medium by a Direct Measurement on a Finite

Section? 1: The Phase-Retrieval Problem1

Yannick Anguy,2 Robert Ehrlich, 3 and Cédric Mercet2

Macroscopic transport properties of natural porous media, such as the permeability tensor≈K, are the
sum of uncountable microscopic events. Understanding how these microscopic events come together
to yield adescriptiveproperty, such as≈K, is facilitated if a set of porous descriptors Pi

i=1,N can be
measured that synthesize all the critical microscopic properties of a real porous medium and that can
be related to the computed≈K. The main difficulty lies in choosing the correct Pi

i=1,N. A description
of the microgeometry of a porous medium by a set of Pi

i=1,N will be declared adequate if synthetic
numerical porous media generated from the Pi

i=1,N possess the same≈K as the real medium. This paper
is another step for creating such synthetic porous media. The candidate geometrical descriptor P1

considered herein is the autocorrelation function (ACF) measured directly on a sample of finite sizev
included in a porous medium of sizeV; VÀ v. Capitalizing on the phase retrieval problem (retrieving
an object from knowledge of its Fourier modulus) encountered in general imaging, it is shown that
there exists a one-to-one relation between a digital thin section and its ACF. This is demonstrated using
an iterative procedure, theError Reduction/Hybrid Input Outputalgorithm, that allows one to recover
uniquely, to within a pixel, a finite image from its ACF. A theoretical implication of this is that a direct
measurement on a finite image cannot characterize the geometry of a porous medium. Yet, in stochastic
modeling, quasi-infinite numerical porous media are commonly generated from acquired ACF. Such
quasi-infinite stochastic porous media must include a structural noise as a practical consequence of
the unicity of the relation between an image and its ACF. To correctly interpret the relation between≈K
and the microgeometry, it becomes necessary to verify that this nonimposed structural noise does not
control the output≈K of the numerical simulations.
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman Letters

Aβσ Interfacial area of theβ-σ interface associated with the
closure problem (Eq. (4)), e.g., contained within the
REV, m2

Aβσ Interfacial area of theβ-σ interface contained within the
macroscopic system, m2

Aβe Area of entrances and exits for theβ-phase contained
within the macroscopic system, m2

d∼ Vector field, m. The closure variable d∼ is related in the
β-phase to the microscopic spatial deviation pressure
ṗβ according toṗβ = d∼ · (∇∼<pβ>β − ρβg∼) (Quintard
and Whitaker, 1994c). The spatial deviation pressure
ṗβ is defined according to Gray’s decomposition of
length scales:pβ = <pβ>β + ṗβ (Gray, 1975).

≈D Second-order tensor field, m2. The closure variable≈D is
related to the microscopic velocity v∼β according to
v∼β = 1/µβ ≈D ·(∇∼P<pβ>β − ρβg∼) (Barrère,
Gipouloux, and Whitaker, 1992; Quintard and
Whitaker, 1994c)

g
∼

Gravity vector, m·s−2

≈I Unit tensor

≈K Traditional DARCY’s law permeability tensor, m2

1i Lattice vector for a unit cell, m
lβ Characteristic length-scale for theβ-phase at the

microscopic scale, m
lσ Characteristic length-scale for theσ -phase at the

microscopic scale, m
Lp Characteristic length-scale for the volume averaged

pressure gradient∇∼<pβ>β , m (Quintard and
Whitaker, 1994b)

Lv Characteristic length-scale for the volume averaged
velocity<v∼β

>β , m (Quintard and Whitaker, 1994b)

Lε Characteristic length-scale for the porosity, m (Quintard,
and Whitaker, 1994b)

pβ Pressure in theβ-phase, N·m−2

ṗβ pβ −<pβ>β : Spatial deviation pressure in theβ-phase
(Gray, 1975; Quintard and Whitaker, 1994b), N·m−2

<pβ>β Intrinsic volume averaged pressure, N·m−2 (Quintard
and Whitaker, 1994a)
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rm Characteristic length of the averaging volume (REV), m
r∼β

Position vector locating points in theβ-phase, m

v∼β
Velocity vector in theβ-phase, m·s−1

<v∼β
> Superficial volume averaged velocity, m·s−1 (Quintard

and Whitaker, 1994a)
V Volume of the averaging volume, m3

Vβ Volume of theβ-phase contained in the averaging
volume, m3

Greek Letters
µβ Viscosity of theβ-phase, N·s·m−2

ρβ Mass density of theβ-phase, kg·m−3

ζ ( r∼β
, t) Arbitrary vector used as a reminder of what one does not

know, m·s−1. In general the boundary condition atAβe

is known only in terms of averages (Prat, 1990)
Subscripts
β Fluid phase
σ Solid phase

Mathematical Operators/Symbols

<> Superficial volume average operator:<ψβ>|x∼ =
1
V

∫
Vβ ( x∼) ψβ(x∼ + y

∼
) dVy

<>β Intrinsic volume average operator:<ψβ>β |x∼ =
1

Vβ

∫
Vβ ( x∼) ψβ(x∼ + y

∼
) dVy

⊗ Convolution product

GENERAL CONTEXT

Porous rocks such as sandstones and carbonates consist of a solid matrix riddled
with voids, the porosity. The porosity consists of pores connected by pore throats
as well as such stress-related features as fractures and microfractures. This paper
is one in a series that describes our attempts to fundamentally understand flow
behavior in unfractured porous sandstones with both a single fluid and mutually
immiscible fluid phases. The problem must be attacked from a modeling point of
view based on strong empirical evidence. The properties of fluids (e.g., viscosity,
density, electrical conductivity, etc.) are well known. Until recently this was not
the case with respect to the porous medium. It has been accepted as a truism that in
sandstones the porosity consists of small bodies (pores) connected by pore throats
(Bakke and Oren, 1997; Kwiecien, Macdonald, and Dullien, 1990; Thovert, Sall´es,
and Adler, 1992). The porous microstructure consists of a three-dimensional ar-
ray of pores of various sizes and shapes connected by pore throats with a variety
of sizes. The rules that control the degree of order of this array and the rules that
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control the assignment of throat sizes to adjacent pores (the porous microstructure)
are the controlling parameters of the porosity with respect to flow (Berg, 1975;
Graton and Fraser 1935; Prince, Ehrlich, and Anguy, 1995). Over the past decade
it has been shown that the porosity exposed on a two-dimensional slice through a
sandstone carries sufficient information to predict permeability and other proper-
ties with high precision both statistically and in terms of packing theory (Ehrlich
and others, 1991a,b; McCreesh, Ehrlich, and Crabtree, 1991). Thus the conven-
tional petrographic thin section contains critical structural information concerning
the three-dimensional microstructure; or such three-dimensional physical prop-
erties could not be determined (Ehrlich and others, 1991b). The aforementioned
studies have shown the utility of using Fourier transforms of the binary (pores= 1,
matrix= 0) thin section images to obtain structural parameters (Anguy and oth-
ers, 1994; Prince, Ehrlich, and Anguy, 1995). This then leads to an approach
for creating a synthetic model medium that has all of the critical properties of a
real, observed, porous medium (Anguy, Bernard, and Ehrlich, 1996). This paper
represents another step in that effort.

The need for such a model lies in our grand objective of understanding the
fundamentals of flow through a porous medium. A property such as permeability
is a descriptiveproperty (avolume average) with no physical explanation. It is
the sum of an uncountable microscopic events that are described in the STOKES’
equations. One of our major objectives is to understand how such microscopic
events come together to yield the macroscopic permeability.

Our approach to this goal is the change of scale technique which relies on di-
rect numerical simulation on the pore scale. The change of scale technique may be
expressed in a number of ways: the homogeneization theory (Bensoussan, Lions,
and Papanicolaou, 1978; Sanchez-Palencia, 1980), the stochastic approach (Dagan,
1979, 1990; Gelhar, 1984; Matheron, 1965), the Brownian approach (Brenner,
1980), the variational procedure (Rubinstein, and Torquato, 1989), and the volume-
averaging technique (Anderson and Jackson, 1967; Marle, 1967; Quintard and
Whitaker, 1993, 1994a–e; Slattery, 1967; Whitaker, 1967). We concentrate on
the volume-averaging technique illustrated herein for the process of single-phase
flow of an isovolume fluid through a rigid medium. The change of scale ap-
proach relies on the existence of a natural scale,rm, the Representative Elementary
Volume scale (REV), below which the microscopic point equations and bound-
ary conditions apply and above which the geometry of the solid matrix and the
void space can be averaged and replaced by a fictitious continuum at the macro-
scopic scale (Bachmat and Bear, 1986; Weathcraft, Sharp, and Tyler, 1990). Av-
eraging the microscopic point balance equations over an REV yields from first
principles the macroscopic equations governing the phenomena at the continuum
scale. Volume averaging the STOKES’ equations (1) governing the process of
single phase flow through a porous medium on the microscopic scale yields the
macroscopic DARCY’s law, Equation (2), governing the process at the continuum
scale.
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−∇∼pβ + µβ∇2v∼β = 0∼

∇ · v∼β = 0

B.C.1: v∼β = 0∼ on Aβσ (1)

B.C.2: v∼β = ζ (r∼β, t) on Aβe

<v∼β> = −
1

µβ ≈
K ·

(
∇∼<pβ>

β − ρβg
∼

)
(2)

wherepβ and v∼β are the point pressure and velocity vector fields in the fluid phase
(the state variables on the microscopic scale);<v∼β> and<pβ>β are the super-
ficial volume averaged velocity and intrinsic volume averaged pressure (the state
variables on the macroscopic scale).

The natural scalerm required for the theoretical derivation of DARCY’s law
is associated with the length-scale constraints expressed by Equations (3a) and (b)
(Dagan, 1979; Tartar, 1980; Whitaker, 1969, 1986):

lβ, lσ ¿ rm (3a)

r 2
m¿ LεLp (3b)

r 2
m¿ LεLv

wherelβ , lσ are characteristic lengths for the fluid phase (β) and solid phase (σ ) on
the microscopic scale. Equation (3a) refers to the requirement that a geometrical
REV exists, and it expresses that the size of the averaging volume must be large
with respect to the length scales representative of the pore-scale to smooth the ef-
fects of the microscopic heterogeneities (Bear, 1972; Marle, 1967; Pilotti, 1998).
Lε,, Lp and Lv are characteristics length-scales for the porosityεβ , the volume
averaged pressure gradient∇∼<pβ>β , and the volume averaged velocity<v∼β>

β ,
respectively. Equation (3b) expresses that significant variations in averaged quanti-
ties (εβ,<v∼β>

β and∇∼<pβ>β) occur over distances (Lε, Lv, andLp, respectively)
that are large compared to the sizerm of the averaging volume (Carbonell, and
Whitaker, 1984; Nozad, Carbonell, and Whitaker, 1985). When Equations (3a)
and (b) are valid, the different scales (the pore-scale and the continuum scale)
may be decoupled with each scale having its specific state variables; the state
variables at the continuum level consisting of filters of the state variables on the
pore level, Equations (1–2), (Cushman, 1990). In DARCY’s law, Equation (2), the
constitutive variable≈K (permeability tensor) appearing at the continuum scale is
interpreted as aplace holderreplacing the loss of information about the details
of the microgeometry when moving from a pore-scale description to a continuum
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description (Cushman, 1990). Thus, information propagation over scales can be
studied.

Furthermore, when Equations (3a) and (b) are valid, the REV can be treated
as a unit cell in a spatially periodic porous medium and aclosure problemcan
be developed, Equation (4), at the microscopic scale, over the unit cell, whose
solution yields the permeability tensor≈K Equation (5), appearing in DARCY’s
law (Barrère, Gipouloux, and Whitaker, 1992).

−∇∼d∼ + ∇
2
≈D = ≈I

∇∼ · ≈D = 0∼

≈D = 0∼ at Aβσ (4)

Periodicity:≈D(r∼ + l i ) = ≈D(r∼); d∼(r∼ + l i ) = d∼(r∼)

Average:<d∼>
β = 0∼

− εβ
Vβ

∫
Vβ
≈D dV= −εβ<≈D>β = ≈K (5)

The form of the closure problem demonstrates theoretically that≈K is an implicit
function

≈
f of the microgeometry Equation (6). So that knowledge of the microge-

ometry allows to calculate rigorously≈K by direct simulation on the microscopic
level. Equations (1–5) provide the most general physical/mathematical model for
evaluating a flow property at the REV-scale as an implicit function of microscopic
properties.

≈K = ≈f (microgeometry) (6)

In this context, availability of realistic input geometries is a prerequisite. Detailed
input geometries may be directly obtained from modem techniques such as com-
bined X-ray tomography and high-intensity synchrotron X-ray sources (Ferreol,
and Rothman, 1995) or serial sectioning (Kwiecien, Macdonald, and Dullien,
1990). Yet, thefilteredoutput≈K of the simulation Equation (5), is very difficult to
relate directly to the input geometry in the form of a 3D discrete image consisting
of about 109 solid or fluid voxels(volume elements). Such a way of computing
transport properties lacks predictive power (Garboczi, 1990). To improve our un-
derstanding of the relation between microscopic properties and macroscopic flow
properties (≈K), it remains to express Equation (6) as a predictive and ultimately
analytical model. As outlined by Equations (7–9), this demands the identification
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of a minimal set of porous descriptorsPi
i=1,N synthesizing the characteristics of

the geometry and that can be related to the output≈K (Garboczi, 1990).

microgeometry= g
(
Pi

i=1,N

)
(7)

≈K = ≈h
(
Pi

i=1,N

)
;

(
Pi

i=1,N

) ⊆ (Pi
i=1,N

)
(8)

d ≈K =
N∑

i=1

∂ ≈h

∂pi dpi (9)

Relation (7) expresses that the geometry is completely characterized through an
implicit functiong by a set of parametersPi

i=1,N. ≈K is then characterized through
an implicit function≈h by a subset of parametersPi

i=1,N included in the setPi
i=1,N

and describing the part of the geometry relevant to≈K [Eqs. (8-9)]. In Equation
(9),6N

i=1∂ ≈h/∂pi is an intrinsic function of the model used to predict≈K (Anguy,
Bernard, and Ehrlich, 1996).

In this framework, the main difficulty lies in choosing the appropriatePi
i=1,N.

See van Brakel (1975), Dullien (1979), Quiblier (1984), and Renard and de Marsily
(1997) for partial bibliographies of the topic. As expressed by the intuitive con-
straint (3a), the averaging volume theory requires the existence of a geometrical
REV, i.e., a sample of minimal size encompassing all the geometrical character-
istics in a homogeneous porous medium. If the input geometry does not include
a geometrical R.E.V.,≈K is shown to include microscopic fluctuations not rep-
resented by DARCY’s law and a nonlocal theory must be developed (Quintard,
and Whitaker, 1990). The determination of the geometrical REV should rely on
the properties of a set of acquired porous descriptorsPi

i=1,N. The description of
a porous medium by the set ofPi

i=1,N will be declared appropriate if synthetic
numerical porous media possessing similar transport properties (≈K) than the real
medium can be generated fromPi

i=1,N.
In a number of applications, it is necessary to simulate the physical behavior

of the medium on a scale larger than the scale attached to the geometrical char-
acterization. To comply with this requirement, synthetic porous media should be
formed by thereplicationof a large number of geometrical REVs. Synthetic media
showing this property are temedquasi-infiniteporous media. Herein,quasi-infinite
synthetic porous media are needed because, in the change of scale, the concept
of REV implies that the macroscopic medium is periodic, Equation (4). Natu-
ral media are not strictly periodic. Previous analyses of sandstones using Fourier
transforms showed that this class of porous medium isquasiperiodic(Prince,
and Ehrlich, 1990; Prince, Ehrlich, and Anguy, 1995). In this, one periodicity as-
sumption implicit in the change of scale method can be met.Quasiperiodicityin
this sense implies the existence of a degree of randomness at scales greater than
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the geometrical REV. Yet, the region required for solution must contain enough
geometrical REVs to faithfully express the random component of natural media
(Anguy, Bernard, and Ehrlich, 1994).

This paper focuses on whether or not a set ofPi
i=1,N measured directly on

a sample of finite size can characterize the geometry of a porous medium. Such
Pi

i=1,N as ameasureof a geometrical REV, should permit one to formulate and solve
practical problems related to the estimation of the geometry in unsampled areas of
the porous medium:Pi

i=1,N are meant to be fitted in a process yieldingquasi-infinite
numerical porous media. This issue will be covered in forthcoming contributions.

INTRODUCTION

A porous medium may be viewed as the consequence of a general process
varying in time and space. In the case of geological media (rocks), such process
may include depositional processes (hydrodynamics, bioturbation), early postde-
positional processes and postlithification processes (pressure solution, tectonic
deformation). A porous medium exists in a well-defined region of space, denoted
by V (x, y, z), whose boundaries∂V depend upon the length scale and time scale
of the aforementioned causal processes. In practice, porous media are studied only
over a finite portionv (x, y, z) of V (x, y, z) whose boundaries∂v, sizev (v ¿
V), and position depend often, if not always, upon practical, logistic, or economic
considerations (Bryant, King, and Mellor, 1993). As far as we are concerned, the
sampling windowv (x, y, z) may be either a polished section of a few cm2 imaged
by a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Fig. 1 for example) or a 3D sample of
a few mm3 imaged by combined X-ray tomography and high-intensity synchrotron
X-ray sources.

The objective of the paper is to answer the general question: is it possible
to characterize the geometry of a real porous medium of geometrical support
V (x, y, z) by a set of parametersPi

i=1,N measured directly on a binarized digital
image of finite sizev? Our objective is worth stating precisely: one does not address
a stereological ambiguity of type it is possible to characterize the microgeometry
of a 3D porous medium by 2D parameters? and the question to be answered can be
expressed as: is it possible to characterize the geometry of annD porous medium
by a set ofnD descriptorsPi

i=1,N measured directly on annD digital sample of finite
size? The argumentation developed hereafter is 2D but remains valid whatever the
dimension of the porous object is, to the extent that the dimension of the object
is≥2 (Sault, 1984). A set ofPi

i=1,N allowing to answer by the affirmative should
meet the following requirements:

1) all the information about geometrical features, as they are expressed in the
finite image v (x, y) should be carried by the porous descriptors,Pi

i=1,N,
2) the Pi

i=1,N as ameasureof a geometrical REV should not depend upon
position (Quintard, and Whitaker, 1987).
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Figure 1. 256× 256 binary (0–1) digital image
from a sandstone sample portraying pixels of one
class (in our case porosity) by one single inten-
sity (1) expressed by black and the remainder (rock
matrix) by another intensity (0).

The parameter,P1, considered in this work is the 2D autocorrelation function
(ACF) measured on a binarized image of finite supportv (x, y) (Fig. 2). Verifying
that no geometrical information is omitted when using the ACF as porous de-
scriptor necessitates that the nature and the quantity of information carried by the
ACF be controlled. A general solution may consist in identifying the geometrical
features of a finite image (Fig. 1) that can be recovered from its ACF (Fig. 2). An
analogy is first drawn between the latter solution and thephase retrieval problem
(retrieving an object from knowledge of its Fourier modulus) encountered in a
number of seemingly disparate areas (crystallography, optics, wave front sens-
ing, or astronomy). Capitalizing on work in the aforementioned areas, a practical
solution to recovering geometrical features of an image of finite sizev is then
proposed in the form of a numerical iterative procedure referred to as theError
Reduction/Hybrid Input Outputalgorithm. The iterative procedure is outlined and
illustrated by a computer experiment which allows one to recover, to within a pixel,
uniquely and systematically the image in Figure 1 from its ACF (Fig. 2). In a last
part, the consequences of this fundamental result are discussed along two lines:

– the theoretical side: is it possible to characterize the geometry of a homo-
geneous porous medium of sizeV by a direct measurement on an image
of finite sizev; v¿ V?

– the practical side: is it appropriate to use a measured ACF for generating
thequasi infiniteporous media required by the general framework outlined
by Equations (6–9)?
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional ACF measured on Figure 1. In this display, the ACF iscentered
and normalized by the variance

∑N−1
i=0

∑N−1
j=0 (h(iT, iT )− εβ )2 εβ : porosity). The normalized

ACF is commonly interpreted as characterizing the dependence of a point (iT + rx, jT + r y)
upon a point (iT, jT ) (Ventzel, 1973) (see graylevel map legend). Lagrx = 0, r y = 0, is
located at the center of the display. Horizontal lagsrx (resp. vertical lagsr y) range from left
to right (respectively bottom to top) from−N × T to+N − 1× T , e.g.,−3474 to+3460µm
(N = 256 andT = 13.57µm). So as to see the small peaks of the normalized ACF, all values
≥3.5 · 102 and≤1 are represented in the same gray level (see graylevel map legend). Figure 2
highlights a universal characteristic of nomalized ACF functions: a big peak at small lags,
of maximum value equal to 1 at lag (0, 0), which decreases rapidly towards 0. By means of
the discrete correlation theorem, the ACF is calculated in the Fourier domain (Eqs. (12–15))
capitalizing on False Fourier Transform algorithms.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

A binary image of type Figure 1 may be described by the discrete phase
functionh(x, y) expressed by Equation (10):

h(x, y) =
N−1∑
k=0

N−1∑
i=0

h(kT, lT) δ(x − kT, y− lT) (10)

whereT is the sampling interval in each local Cartesian direction (T = 13.57µm
in Figure 1) andδ is the Dirac distribution (Roddier, 1985). The discrete phase
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functionh(x, y) comprisesN × N samples portraying pixels of one class (in our
case porosity) by one single intensity (1) and the remainder (rock matrix) by
another intensity (0) (N = 256 in Fig. 1).h(x, y) is identically null out of a finite
support of sizeNT× NT.

The discrete ACFσ (rx, r y) may be calculated in the object domain as

σ (rx, r y) =
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

h(iT, jT)h(iT+ rx, jT+ r y);

rx, r y = 0,±T,±2T, . . . ,±(N − 1)T. (11)

By means of the discrete correlation theorem, the ACF may be equally calculated
in the Fourier domain, Equations (12–15). The discrete Fourier transform imply-
ing periodicity in both object- and Fourier-domain, the digital image (Fig. 1) is
represented by a periodic infinite wave-form,hpi(x, y), Equation (12), whose unit
cell he(x, y) is obtained by appending zeros to the originalN × N image. The size
Te× Te of the period, equal toNeT × NeT , is justified a little further on.

hpi(x, y) = he(x, y)⊗
(

T2
e

+∞∑
r=∞

+∞∑
s=∞

δ(x − rTe, y− sTe)

)
(12)

The periodic infinite discrete density Fourier power spectrum|Hpi(νx, νy)|2 of
Equation. (12) is:

|Hpi(νx, νy)|2 = |H(νx, νy)|2×
( +∞∑

m=−∞

+∞∑
n=−∞

δ

(
νx − m

Te
, νy − n

Te

))
(13)

whereνx, νy are horizontal and vertical wave-numbers and where the individual
period|H(νx, νy)|2 is calculated as

|H(νx, νy)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣Ne−1∑

k=0

Ne−1∑
l=0

he(kT, lT) e−2π j (νxkT+νyIT)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(14)
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By means of the discrete correlation theorem, the inverse Fourier transform of
|Hpi(νx, νy)|2 (Eq. (13)) yields the discrete periodic ACFσpi(rx, ry), Equation (15):

σpi(rx, ry) = σ (rx, ry)⊗
(

T2
e

+∞∑
m=−∞

+∞∑
n=−∞

δ(x −mTe, y− nTe)

)
(15)

The sampling theorem states that unless the periodTe = NeT of thezero-extended
sequencehe(x, y) is chosen such thatNe ≥ 2N − 1, when we make the inverse
Fourier transform of the two members of Equation (13), we find that the ACF
σpi(rx, ry) of the periodic infinite image is analiazedACF corresponding to the
2N − 1× 2N − 1 ACF of the unit cellσ (rx, r y) convolved by an array ofδ whose
spacing isTe in each direction (Brigham, 1974; P´erez-Ilzarbe, 1992). HereNe is
chosen equal to 2× N as illustrated in Figure 1 by the dotted square representing
the boundaries of thezero-appendedunit cell he(x, y).

THE PHASE RETRIEVAL PROBLEM

As mentioned above, appropriateness for a measured ACF to characterize
the geometry of a porous medium depends partly on the requirement that no
information should be lost about geometrical features, as they are expressed in the
image. A general approach to quantifying the information carried by the ACF may
consist of identifying the geometrical features of the image that can be recovered
from the ACF. To do so, one may capitalize on thephase retrieval problemwhich
appeared in the context of general imaging where it is often convenient to measure
the Fourier transform of an object rather than the object itself and where it often
happens that it is impossible to measure the phaseϕ(νx, νy) of the Fourier transform
accurately (Millane, 1990). A finite image being uniquely defined by the inverse
Fourier transform (FT1) of its Fourier transformH(νx, νy), Equation (16), the phase
|ϕ(νx, νy)| must be known if one is to reconstruct the image. Thus recovering an
image from its measured Fourier modulus|H(νx, νy)| is aphase problem(Millane,
1990).

he(x, y) = FT−1(H(νx, νy)); H(νx, νy) = |H(νx, νy)|ejϕ(νx,νy) (16)

On the basis of the discrete correlation theorem (Eqs. (12–15)), the ACF of a fi-
nite image can be derived straightforwardly from the Fourier amplitude|H(νx, νy)|,
using only mathematical operators. In this case,|H(νx, νy)| and
σ (rx, ry) contain the same information. Then, recovering a finite image from its
ACF σ (rx, ry) is frequently referred to as thephase retrieval problemsince it
is equivalent to determining the phase of an image when given only its Fourier
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modulus|H(νx, νy)| (Sault, 1984; Schultz, and Snyder, 1992; Nieto-Vesperinas,
1993).

There are essentially three issues concerned with the reconstruction of an
object from its ACF (Kim, and Hayes, 1990):

i) the uniqueness of the solution; theambiguity(existence of multiple so-
lutions) of thephase retrieval problemfrom a theoretical point of view,

ii) the development of algorithms for recovering an object from the ACF,
the numerical side, and

iii) the sensitivity of the reconstructions to noise or measurement errors.

Here, one addresses the numerical side. The iterative algorithm used hereafter
borrows from the Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm (Gerchberg and Saxton, 1972;
Saxton, 1978) and is due to Fienup (1982). This algorithm, referred to as the
Error Reduction/Hybrid Input Output algorithm, has been already covered (Fienup,
1982; Fienup, and Wackerman, 1986) but is summarized below for completeness.

A NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF RECOVERING
A FINITE IMAGE FROM ITS ACF

A kth iteration of the Error Reduction algorithm consists of the four simple
steps represented in Figure 3.

1) Fourier transform a current estimategk(x, y) of the image to be recovered.
2) Make the minimum changes in the computed Fourier transformGk(νx, νy)

which allow it to satisfy the Fourier constraints, e.g., replace the Fourier
modulus of the computedGk(νx, νy) by the measured Fourier modulus
|H(νx, νy)| to form G′k(νx, νy), an estimate of the Fourier transform of the
objectH(νx, νy). The Fourier constraint|H(νx, νy)| is calculated from the
measured ACF (Eqs. (12–15)).

3) Invert Fourier transformG′k(νx, νy) to form g′k(x, y).
4) Make the minimum changes ing′k(x, y) which allow it to satisfy weak

object-domain constraints to form a new estimategk+1(x, y) of the object.
In Fienup (1982) iterative Error Reduction algorithm, the fourth step is
performed as expressed in Figure 3, whereγ is the set of points at which
g′k(x, y) violates the object-domain constraints, i.e., whereverg′k(x, y)
exceeds the knowndiameterof the object computed as half thediameter
of the ACF.γ is the set of points that fall out a square mask of size
NT× NT representing an upper bound of the true support of the object
(Fig. 1) (Pérez-Ilzarbe, Nieto-Vesperinas, and Navarro, 1990).

The iterations continue until the computed Fourier transformGk(νx, νy) sat-
isfy the Fourier domain constraints and/or the computed imageg′k(x, y) satisfy
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Figure 3. Fienup’s iterative processing loop for recovering an image from its measured ACF and an
estimate of the image support. In 2D and 3D, the exact support of the object is not known and so the
diameterconstraints is not applied tightly (Fienup, 1982).

the object-domain constraints (Fienup, 1982). The convergence of the algorithm
is monitored by calculating a Fourier domain errorEF,k and/or an object-domain
error EO,k explicited in Figure 3. In practice, the Error Reduction algorithm con-
verges slowly (Gerchberg, and Saxton, 1972; Saxton, 1978). A solution to the
slow convergence of the Error Reduction algorithm is the Hybrid Input–Output
algorithm which differs with the Error Reduction algorithm only with respect to
the fourth step in Figure 3 performed as expressed by Equation (17) (Fienup,
1982):

gk+1(x, y) =
{

g′k(x, y) if (x, y) /∈ γ
gk(x, y)− βg′k(x, y) if (x, y) ∈ γ (17)

In an iteration of type Hybrid Input-Output, the input functiongk(x, y) is no
longer an estimate of the object and can be thought as the driving function
for the next outputg′k(x, y) (Fienup, 1982). In Equation (17),β is a constant
feedback parameter ranging typically between 0.1 and 1 (Lane, 1987; Sault,
1984).
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Figure 4. Normalized object errorE′O,k vs. the number of cyclesi for the problem of phase retrieval
using the ER/HIO algorithm of Fienup (1982). The starting point for the algorithm is a realization of
a normally distributed random field with zero mean and unit variance.β(Eq. (17)) is kept constant
equal to 0.7 all along the experiment.

A COMPUTER SIMULATION EXAMPLE

In this section, we show a computer experiment using the iterativeError
Reduction (ER)/Hybrid Input Output (HIO) algorithmfor recovering the 256×
256 image in Figure 1 from its ACF (Fig. 2). The initial guess for the image is
an any 256× 256 realization of a normally distributed random field. Figure 4
shows a plot of the normalized object errorEi

O,k [Eq. (18)] vs. the number of
cyclesi .

Ei
O,k =


∑

x,y∈ γ

(
g′ik (x, y)

)2
∑
x,y

(
g′ik (x, y)

)2


1/2

(18)

where subscriptk represents the last iteration in each cycle.
TheError Reduction/Hybrid Input Output algorithmis first used with a max-

imum number of 175 cycles with each cycle comprising nine HIO iterations
followed by three ER iterations (k = 12 in Eq. (18)). In the first six iterations
of cycle one, the correct 256× 256 square mask defining the object-domain
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constraints is replaced with a reduced-area triangular mask. Indeed, a real image
h(x, y) and its mirrorh(−x,−y) have the same ACF, so that features of both
images may be reconstructed simultaneously resulting, sometimes, in a stable
condition ofstagnationfor the algorithm. The reduced support favors some of
the features of eitherh(x, y) or h(−x,−y) over the other, allowing the algorithm
to converge towards that image after reinstating the correct support constraint
(Fienup, and Wackerman, 1986). Figures 5–7 display the estimatesg1

12, g25
12, and

g175
12 of the image after cycles 1, 25, and 175, respectively. At cycle 175 the cur-

rent reconstructiong175
12 (Fig. 7) is not the searched image so thatg175

12 is used
as initial guess for a series of 50 more cycles (176–225), each comprising 25
HIO iterations followed by seven ER iterations. The first 10 iterations in the se-
ries of cycles involve a reduced support yielding the increase of the errorE176

O,32

(Fig. 4). Figure 8 shows the current reconstructiong185
32 at cycle 185. In Fig-

ure 8, geometrical features of the searched image become distinguishable. The
object errorE225

O,32, being not zero after these additional cycles,g225
32 is used as

starting point for a series of 200 more cycles (cycles 226–425) comprising 50
HIO iterations and 10 ER iterations. The errorEi

O,60 decreases rapidly towards
an asymptotic value of about 15× 10−4 (Fig. 4) suggesting that we are faced
with a stagnation problem on an image close to the true object but with differ-
ences. These differences are illustrated in Figure 9, where the current estimate
g325

60 is shown to include a pattern of stripes of low contrast superimposed upon

Figure 5. Estimateg1
12 of the image to be recovered (Fig. 1) after cycle

one. The object error,E1
O,12 is equal to 0.144. See graylevel map for the

values of the pixels comprising the estimate.
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Figure 6. Estimateg25
12 obtained at cycle 25 (E25

O,12 = 0.100).

the image; stripes extend outside the 256× 256 support of the object, so that
the error metric cannot be zero implying that a striped image is not a solution
and do not represent a uniqueness problem (Fienup, and Wackerman, 1986). Suc-
cessful methods for overcoming stagnation associated with stripes are covered in

Figure 7. Estimateg175
12 after cycle 175 (E175

O,12 = 0.092).
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Figure 8. Estimateg185
32 after cycle 185 (E185

O,32 = 0.086).

Figure 9. Estimateg325
60 after cycle 325 (E325

O,60 = 0.0015). All pixel
values≥0.025 and≤1.02266 and all pixel values≥ −0.025 and≤
−0.019 are represented with constant gray level (see graylevel map
legend), highlighting a pattern of stripes of low contrast.
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Figure 10. Estimateg435
275 after cycle 435 (E435

O,275= 2.10−7).

Fienup and Wackerman (1986). Here, 10 last more cycles (each 200 HIO iterations
followed by 75 ER iterations) are sufficient to escape the local minimum associ-
ated with stripes. Figure 10 represents the imageg435

275 at cycle 435 with an asso-
ciated error metric of 2. 10−7. The reconstructed image is exactly the image in
Figure 1.

Starting from different initial inputs, we reconstructed systematically, to
within a pixel, the image in Figure 1 (and all the images we tried). Figure 11
shows a convergence curve obtained using as the starting point another normally
distributed random sequence. The same binary image being reconstructed each
time, one can have confidence that there are no multiple solutions to recovering
an object from its ACF. Of coursetrivial ambiguitiesmay be solutions such as
h(−x,−y), h(x − x1, y− y1) as all these functions possess the same ACF (Lane,
1987; Millane, 1990; Sault, 1984). Suchtrivial ambiguitiesare not considered as
multiple solutions.

In this work only 2D binary images were considered. Extension to 3D
is straightforward. However, the 1D case is very different and contains inher-
ent multiple solutions (Sault, 1984). Mention also that, almost often, an addi-
tional nonnegative constraint in the object domain is imposed ong′k(x, y)
to makegk+1(x, y) (Fienup, 1982; P´erez-Ilzarbe, Nieto-Vesperinas, and Navarro,
1990; Sasaki, and Yamagami, 1987; Sault, 1984; Schultz, and Snyder,
1992). Such constraint of positivity was not taken into account in this
work.
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Figure 11. Normalized object errorE′O,k vs. the number of cyclesi for the problem of phase
retrieval using as starting point another normally distributed random realization.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical Consequences

Using the iterativeError Reduction/Hybrid Input Output algorithm, we re-
constructed, to within a pixel, uniquely and systematically a binary image from the
only knowledge of its ACF. In this respect, we showed that there exits aone-to-one
(bijective) relation between a binary image of finite sizev and its ACFσ (rx, ry).
This demonstrates numerically the necessary condition C.1 for answering by the
affirmative to the question raised in the title.

C.1. The ACF carries all the information about the geometrical features comprised
in the finite supportv (x, y)

A sufficient condition may then be expressed as C.2:
C.2.

i) C. 1, and
ii) the ACF measured on a set ofM finite supportsv (xj , yj ) j=1,M included in

V is a geometrical invariant, i.e., the ACF does not depend upon position.

Obviously, C. 2 cannot be verified. Indeed, consider a series ofM sampling windows
v (xj , yj ) j=1,M in a porous medium. Such a series may represent a set of thin
sections. Denoting byσ j (rx, ry) the ACF measured on thej th supportv (xj , yj )
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we have, as a consequence of the unicity of the pair “binary image/ACF”

σ 1(rx, ry) 6= σ 2(rx, ry) 6= · · · 6= σ j (rx, ry) · · · 6= σM(rx, ry) (19)

otherwise theM finite sections would be exactly the same, to within a pixel. In-
ability for the ACF to characterize the geometry ofM sections means inability to
characterize the geometry of the porous medium. This is sufficient to answer by
the negative to the question raised in the title: a direct measurement on a digital
image of finite size cannot be used as ameasureof a geometrical REV.

A geometrically homogeneous porous medium may be defined in the manner
of Quintard and Whitaker (1987):

D.1. A porous medium of sizeV is homogeneous with respect to a window of size
v (v¿ V) if all its geometrical measurements do not depend upon position.

In accordance with the existence of homogeneous porous media and the
unicity of the pair “binary image/ACF,” the following model is proposed for the
measured ACF:

σ 1(rx, ry) = σ intrinsic(rx, ry)+ δσ 1(rx, ry)

· · ·
σ j (rx, ry) = σ intrinsic(rx, ry)+ δσ j (rx, ry) (20)

· · ·
σM(rx, ry) = σ intrinsic(rx, ry)+ δσM(rx, ry)

whereσ intrinsic(rx, ry) is ameasureof a geometrical REV in a homogeneous porous
medium.σ intrinsic(rx, ry) may be interpreted as a probabilistic descriptor of the
structure of the natural process at the origin of the rock.δσ j (rx, ry) is a deterministic
quantity expressing the influence of the finiteness of the boundaries∂v(xj, yj ) of the
sampled windowv (xj, yj ). δσ j (rx, ry) expresses “that the finite imagev (xj , yj ) is
isolated in a unique mannerin an infinite field of zeros” (Matheron, 1965, 1970).
The finite boundaries∂v(xj , yj ) are notimpassable: the calculation ofσ j (rx, ry)
passes through the finite boundaries∂v(xj , yj ) (Eq. (11) or (15)). In this respect,
δσ j (rx, ry) expresses deterministicedge effectsand is related only to the finite
imagev (xj , yj ). Throughδσ j (rx, ry), σ j (rx, ry) contains too much information
and cannot be considered as independent of the finite field it is measured on. To
that extent,σ j (rx, ry) cannot be used to solve problems related to the prediction
of the geometry. The unknownσ intrinsic(rx, ry) is the relevant parameter. Yet, the
passage fromσ j (rx, ry) to the simplerσ intrinsic(rx, ry) remains an unsolved problem
(Matheron, 1965, 1970).
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Practical Consequences

We examined ifσ (rx, ry), measured directly on a finite supportv (x, y), can
represent ameasureof a geometrical REV in a homogeneous medium of sizeV
À v. In searching for such ameasureof the geometry, it is to solve problems
relating to the prediction of the geometry in unsampled geometrical fields. More
specifically, it is a matter of using themeasureas constraint of a process yielding a
set ofquasi-infinitenumerical porous media. Our choice forσ (rx, ry) is of course
not random: in the fields of communications, electrical network analysis, defense
systems, a variety of algorithms developed for generating random 1D signals with
specified ACF and Probability Density Function (PDF) (Barrett, and Coales, 1955;
Gujar, and Kavanagh, 1968; Holiday, 1969; Broste, 1970). Borrowing from this
work, others, mainly Joshi (1974), generalized the theory to porous media. In the
approach, a series ofquasi-infinitebinary numerical porous media are produced
as the output of a random process constrained by a PDF (i.e., a porosity value
for a 1–0 binary medium) and an ACF. The algorithm relies on linear and non-
linear filters to tranform a set of Gaussian random numbers into a binary set with
the desired porosity value and ACF. Thus it is now a common practice to gener-
atequasi-infinitenumerical porous media from acquired porosity value and ACF
(Adler, 1992; Adler, Jacquin, and Quiblier, 1990; Giona, and Adrover, 1996; Ion-
nadis, Kwiecien, and Chatzis, 1997; Ionnadis and Lange, 1998; Quiblier, 1984;
Sallés, Thovert, and Adler, 1994; Yao and others, 1993). In such a model, the
porosity and the ACF characterize the structure of the process, e.g., the microge-
ometry of the numerical realizations. It becomes obvious that the demonstrated
mathematical property of the ACF should have consequences on the practical use
of such stochastic modeling. If the constraint fitted in the process is a measured
ACFσ (rx, ry), the random process cannot imposeσ (rx, ry) exactly in the different
stochastic realizations: for akth realization, one has inequality (21):

σ k
synthetic(rx, ry) 6= σ (rx, ry) (21)

whereσ k
synthetic(rx, ry) is the ACF of akth realization of the random process.

Equation (20) yields

σ k
synthetic(rx, ry)= σ intrinsic(rx, ry)+ δσ k

synthetic(rx, ry) 6= σ intrinsic(rx, ry)+ δσ (rx, ry)

(22)

whereδσ k
synthetic(rx, ry) expresses that the stochastic process cannot impose ex-

actlyσ (rx, ry) in a kth realization as a consequence the unicity of the pair binary
image/σ (rx, ry) and δσ k

synthetic(rx, ry) relates here to the existence of an uncon-
trolled structural noise generated by the stochastic process in akth realization.
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To correctly interpret the relation between the permeability tensor≈K and the mi-
crogeometry [Eqs. (8) and (9)], it is necessary to verify that the structural noise
does not control the output≈K of the simulation. Depending on the impact of
δσ k

synthetic(rx, ry) on any physical property, the use of the generator may be de-
clared appropriate or not. In the second paper of this series, a review of the afore-
mentioned generator (Joshi, 1974) will be provided. The existence of a struc-
tural noise, generated by the stochastic process in a series of realizations, will be
highlighted.
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